Combating human trafficking in south-eastern
europe
Permanent mission of France to the UN and other international organisations in Vienna
Permanent mission of France to the OSCE

Victims of human trafficking in the world
51% of the
victims are
women and
29% are girls

2.5 million of victims
every year

1382 victims detected
in central and SouthEastern Europe

13% are
victims of
forced
crime

70% are
sexually
exploited

17% are
victims of
forced
labour

Source: Global report on trafficking in persons, 2018, UNODC

French strategy towards combating human trafficking in South-Eastern Europe

300 000€

11 partner
countries

17 actions

French strategy towards combating human trafficking in Western Balkans

4 international
organisations
35 French
operators in
south-eastern
europe
3 local NGOs

3 French actors
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Commitments of France in the fight
against trafficking in human beings in
south-eastern europe for 2019

omprehension of networks
2

Diagnosis on sexual exploitation of minors from
Romania

P

revention
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Prevention of forced and early marriage - OSCE
mission in Montenegro
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Promotion of the French abolitionist model to
combat criminal networks of sexual exploitation
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Diagnosis on Albanian minors forced to commit
offenses in France
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Prevention of prostitution in Serbia - Serbian NGO
ATINA
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Support to the UN Blue Heart campaign
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Raise awareness among vulnerable populations Prevention video about sexual exploitation «Et tout le
monde s’en fout»

rotection

Public policy - Strengthening compensation
mecanisms for victims of human trafficking - UNODC
HTMSS section Vienna and ICMPD
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Funding the United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund for
victims of human trafficking
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Strenghtening identification, for French courts and
central authorities, of criminal networks involved in
human trafficking
Strengthening national and regional capacities to
combat
human trafficking related to forced
criminality - UNODC HTMSS section Vienna
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rosecution

Fight against migrant smuggling and identification of
victims - UNODC HTMSS section Vienna
Cross-border cooperation to identify vulnerable
minors subject to traffick (forced labour, forced
begging) - Caritas Albania, Terre des Hommes Albania
and OSCE Albania
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artnership
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French contribution to European Union projects
(TAEIX)
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Strengthening public-private partnership to combat
criminal networks - UNODC HTMSS section Vienna
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Capacity building for practionners via
training schools
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Training of practitioners via in situ training on THB OSCE, ENM
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